
Day 1: Exploring the Heart of Denver

Start your exploration in the heart of Denver with a visit to the Denver Art
Museum and Civic Center Park. For lunch, head to Fruition Restaurant for
a taste of modern American cuisine with a focus on seasonal ingredients.
Spend your afternoon wandering through the historic Larimer Square.
Come dinner time, Mizuna offers an ever-changing menu that promises a
fresh and innovative dining experience.

Day 2: Highlands Adventure

Begin your day in the Highlands, a neighborhood known for its vibrant
street art and unique boutiques. The Wolf’s Tailor, known for its blend of
Italian, Japanese, and Colorado flavors, is a perfect lunch spot. After
lunch, take a leisurely stroll around Sloan's Lake Park. For dinner,
experience the Mediterranean and Israeli flavors at Safta, where the
hummus selection and wood-fired pita bread are not to be missed.

Day 3: Scenic Views and Fine Dining

Spend your morning at the Denver Botanic Gardens, enjoying the
beautiful plant collections and art installations. For lunch, El Five offers
stunning views of Denver’s skyline along with a unique menu. In the
afternoon, explore the shops and cafes in the Cherry Creek neighborhood.
Dinner at Barolo Grill will transport you to Northern Italy with its authentic
dishes and extensive wine selection.

Day 4: Culture and Casual Eats

Visit the Museum of Contemporary Art Denver to start your day with
some cultural inspiration. For a more casual lunch experience, Work &
Class offers simple, good food with generous portions. Spend your
afternoon at the Denver Public Library, an architectural marvel. For dinner,
The Capital Grille provides a classic steakhouse experience with expertly
cooked steaks and an impressive wine selection.

Day 5: Free Day for Exploration

Use your last day to explore any parts of Denver you haven’t yet seen.
Whether it's revisiting a favorite spot or discovering new ones, make the



most of your day. For lunch, consider going back to a place you enjoyed
or trying something new based on local recommendations. For your final
dinner, choose a restaurant that you've been longing to visit or return to
one of the gems you discovered during your stay, like Fruition Restaurant
or Mizuna, for a memorable end to your trip.


